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Abstract
Ossermanmanifolds are a generalization of locally two-point homogeneous spaces.
We introduce k-root manifolds in which the reduced Jacobi operator has exactly
k eigenvalues. We investigate one-root and two-root manifolds as another gen-
eralization of locally two-point homogeneous spaces. There is no connected
one-root or two-root Riemannian manifold of dimension n ě 3 other than those
that are globally Osserman, unless n is divisible by four.
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1. Introduction
The main feature of the most beautiful and most important Riemannian
manifolds is that they are highly symmetric (they have large groups of isome-
tries). A connected Riemannian manifold is called a (Riemannian) symmetric
space if it has the property that the geodesic symmetry at any point (it fixes
the point and reverses geodesics through that point) extends to an isometry of
the whole space onto itself.
Symmetric spaces can be observed from plenty different points of view. For
example, they can be locally viewed as Riemannian manifolds for which the
curvature tensor is invariant under all parallel translations. However, the alge-
braic description allowed E´lie Cartan to develop the theory of symmetric spaces
merged with the theory of semisimple Lie groups which leads to a complete
classification in 1926 [5, 6].
One refined invariant of a symmetric space is the rank, which is the maximal
dimension of a totally geodesic flat submanifold. The rank is always at least
one, with equality when the maximal flat submanifolds are geodesics, in which
case the sectional curvature is positive (compact type) or negative (noncompact
type). Among the Riemannian symmetric spaces, those of rank one are of special
importance.
On the other hand, we can consider the cosmological principle which says
that the spatial distribution of matter in the universe is homogeneous and
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isotropic at a sufficiently large scale. A homogeneous Riemannian manifolds
looks geometrically the same when viewed from any point, while an isotropic
one has the geometry that does not depend on directions. A connected Rieman-
nian manifold is called two-point homogeneous if its isometry group is transitive
on equidistant pairs of points. However, a connected Riemannian manifold is
isotropic if and only if it is two-point homogeneous, see Wolf [27, Lemma 8.12.1].
We have a complete classification of these spaces, the compact ones were
classified by Wang in 1952 [26], while the noncompact ones by Tits in 1955 [25].
As a consequence of the classification, it is known that any locally two-point
homogeneous Riemannian manifold is either flat or locally isometric to a rank
one symmetric space, see Helgason [12, p.535].
A two-point homogeneous connected Riemannian manifold is isometric to
one of the following: a Euclidean space; a sphere; a real, complex or quater-
nionic, projective or hyperbolic space; or the Cayley projective or hyperbolic
plane. More precisely, the classification of these spaces includes: Rn, Sn, RPn,
CPn, HPn, OP2, RHn, CHn, HHn, and OH2. However, note that there are
isomorphisms in low dimensions: RP1 – S1, CP1 – S2, HP1 – S4, OP1 – S8,
CH1 – RH2, HH1 – RH4, OH1 – RH8.
The local isometries of a locally two-point homogeneous spaces act tran-
sitively on the sphere bundle of unit tangent vectors, and therefore fix the
characteristic polynomial of the Jacobi operator there. In this way we get a
generalization of locally two-point homogeneous Riemannian manifolds, called
the (globally) Osserman manifolds, in which the characteristic polynomial (or
equivalently, the eigenvalues and their multiplicities) of a Jacobi operator JX is
independent of X from the unit tangent bundle.
The lack of other examples led Osserman [21] to conjecture that the con-
verse might also be true. The question of whether the converse is true (every
Osserman manifold is locally two-point homogeneous) is known as the Osserman
conjecture. The first results on the Osserman conjecture were given by Chi [7],
who established the affirmative answer for manifolds of dimension not divisible
by four. However, the largest progress in solving the conjecture was made by
Nikolayevsky [15, 16, 17, 18], who proved it in all cases, except the manifolds of
dimension 16 whose reduced Jacobi operator has an eigenvalue of multiplicity 7
or 8.
A common way is to consider possible Osserman algebraic curvature tensors
that may be realized at a point of a Riemannian manifold. This algebraic ap-
proach brings us a stronger version of the conjecture where instead of globally
Osserman manifold we have a pointwise Osserman manifold in which the char-
acteristic polynomial of Jacobi operator is independent on the unit sphere, but
can vary from point to point.
Nikolayevsky followed the approach suggested in [11] and showed that the
pointwise Osserman condition implies the existence of a Clifford structure, ex-
cept in dimension 16, the only dimension in which there can be Osserman cur-
vature tensors that do not admit a Clifford structure, as is the case with OP2
and OH2. In fact, there is no much difference between globally and pointwise
Osserman manifolds. Apart from dimension 16, where counterexamples of the
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conjecture could possibly arise, the only exceptions are dimensions 2 and 4. In
dimension 2, any Riemannian manifold is pointwise Osserman, while globally
Osserman are only those with a constant Gauss curvature. In dimension 4, the
conjecture for globally Osserman manifolds is proved by Chi [7], but there ex-
ist pointwise Osserman manifolds that are not even locally symmetric, see [11,
Corollary 2.7] and [22].
It is worth mentioning the concept of Jacobi-dual Riemannian manifolds that
satisfy the so-called Rakic´ duality principle [23], in which Y is an eigenvector
of JX if and only if X is an eigenvector of JY . It is known that a Riemannian
manifold is pointwise Osserman if and only if it is Jacobi-dual [19, 20].
In this work we consider another generalization. We say that a Riemannian
manifold is k-root if the reduced Jacobi operator ĂJX has exactly k eigenvalues
for any nonzero tangent vector X . It is easy to check that two-point homoge-
neous spaces are one-root or two-root, so they will be the subject of our study.
It is worth noting that the Osserman conjecture for two-root Osserman man-
ifolds was studied in [8], [11], and [9, pp.34–35]. In fact, the conjecture for
two-root Osserman manifolds depends on the statement announced by Niko-
layevsky [18, Theorem 1.2], that a two-root Osserman manifold of dimension
16, with multiplicities 7 and 8 is locally isometric to OP2 or OH2. Let us also
remark that a connected pointwise two-root Osserman manifold of dimension
at least 5 is globally Osserman (see Theorem 2).
It is well known that a connected one-root Riemannian manifold is a space
of constant sectional curvature (Theorem 1). In this article we prove that in
odd dimension there is no two-root Riemannian manifold (Theorem 3), while in
twice an odd dimension there are no connected two-root Riemannian manifolds
other than those that are Osserman (Theorem 5).
2. Preliminaries
Let pM, gq be a connected Riemannian manifold of dimension n ě 3. Its
Levi-Civita connection ∇ determines the curvature operator R P T1
3
pMq by
RpX,Y q “ r∇X ,∇Y s ´∇rX,Y s, and the associated curvature tensor R “ R5 P
T04pMq with RpX,Y, Z,W q “ gpRpX,Y qZ,W q for X,Y, Z,W P XpMq.
The underlying geometry of the manifold is related to self-adjoint linear
operators JX : XpMq Ñ XpMq called the Jacobi operators that are given by
JXpY q “ RpY,XqX for any vector field X P XpMq. Since gpJXpY q, Xq “ 0
and JXpXq “ 0, the Jacobi operator JX for any nowhere vanishing X P XpMq
is completely determined by its restriction rJX : XK Ñ XK called the reduced
Jacobi operator. We say thatM is k-root if rJX has exactly k distinct eigenvalues
for any nowhere vanishing X P XpMq.
It is often convenient to study certain geometric problems in a purely al-
gebraic setting. Reducing the manifold to an arbitrary point p P M allows us
to deal with an algebraic curvature tensor Rp over the scalar product space
pTpM, gpq.
To simplify things, we keep the notation in the following way. Let R be an
algebraic curvature tensor on a (positive definite) scalar product space pV , gq
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of dimension n, that is, R P T0
4
pVq satisfies the usual Z2 symmetries as well as
the first Bianchi identity. Let pE1, . . . , Enq be an arbitrary orthonormal basis
in pV , gq and let εX “ gpX,Xq “ ‖X‖2 be the squared norm of X P V . Raising
the index we have R “ R7 P T13pVq, so RpX,Y qZ “
řn
i“1RpX,Y, Z,EiqEi. As
before, the Jacoby operator is a self-adjoint linear operator JX : V Ñ V given
by JXpY q “ RpY,XqX .
For any nonzero X P V , the reduced Jacobi operator is the restrictionrJX : XK Ñ XK of JX . We are interested in k-root curvature tensors in whichrJX has exactly k distinct eigenvalues for any nonzero X P V .
The simplest case k “ 1 is associated with one-root manifolds. If rJX has a
single eigenvalue εXµX for X ‰ 0, then follows XK “ Kerp rJX ´ εXµX IdXKq.
For mutually orthogonal nonzero X,Y P V we have JXpY q “ εXµXY and
JY pXq “ εY µYX , so because of gpJXpY q, Y q “ gpJY pXq, Xq we obtain a
constant sectional curvature µX “ µY “ κpX,Y q. The final touch of the Schur
lemma implies the following theorem.
Theorem 1. A connected one-root Riemannian manifold of dimension n ě 3
is a space of constant sectional curvature.
Consider the Jacobi operator JX for a nonzero vector X “
řn
i“1 xiEi.
The entries of its (symmetric real) matrix related to some orthonormal basis
pE1, . . . , Enq are homogeneous polynomial functions of degree two in coefficients
x1, . . . , xn,
pJXqab “ gpJXpEbq, Eaq “
nÿ
i,j“1
Rbijaxixj .
According to the perturbation theory (see Kato [13, Chapter 2]), the spectrum
of JX (unordered n-tuple consisting of the repeated eigenvalues) depends con-
tinuously on Xpx1, . . . , xnq. However, the k-root condition implies no crossing
of eigenvalues, and consequently the multiplicities of eigenvalues do not change
as X varies. This allows us to label the eigenvalues so that they individually
are continuous functions. Moreover, since the number of distinct eigenvalues of
JX is fixed, the eigenvalues of JX depends analytically on the coordinates of
X .
3. Two-root curvature tensors
Let R be an algebraic curvature tensor derived at a point of two-root Rie-
mannian manifold. Then, the reduced Jacobi operator rJX for a nonzero X P V
has exactly two eigenvalues εXµX and εXνX with constant multiplicities, that
is, the characteristic polynomial of Jacobi operator is
detpλ Id´JXq “ λpλ´ εXµXqppλ´ εXνXqq
for fixed integers p ě q ě 1 with p` q “ n´ 1.
Two-point homogeneous Riemannian manifolds as our model spaces are Os-
serman and have constant both µ and ν. It is well known that an Osserman
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algebraic curvature tensor R is k-stein for every k P N (see [10, Section 1.7]),
which means that there are constants Ck such that trppJXqkq “ pεXqkCk holds
for any vector X . Thus, a geometric realization of a pointwise Osserman two-
root manifold has smooth functions Ck P FpMq with Ck “ pµk` qνk. However,
we know that ∇C1 “ 0 for n ‰ 2 and ∇C2 “ 0 for n R t2, 4u, which can be
seen in [4, pp.164–165], [11, Theorem 2.4], [10, Section 1.13, pp.75–78], and [9,
pp.10–15]. Therefore C1 and C2 are global constants, which allows us to con-
clude that all Ck are global constants, and hence we have the following theorem
from [2] (see also [9, pp.10–16]).
Theorem 2. A connected pointwise two-root Osserman manifold of dimension
n ě 5 is globally Osserman.
Let us focus on the unit sphere S “ tX P V : εX “ 1u Ă V . ConsiderrJX ´ µX IdXK as a smooth tangent bundle homomorphism over S with the
identification TXS – XK. Since it has a constant rank q, Kerp rJX ´ µX IdXKq
is a smooth subbundle of TS (see Lee [14, Theorem 10.34]), that is, a smooth
p-dimensional distribution on S. Similarly, Kerp rJX ´ νX IdXKq is a smooth
q-dimensional distribution on S.
It is well known (see Steenrod [24, Section 27, pp.140–144] for details) that
S for ρpnq ď k ď n ´ 1 ´ ρpnq does not admit a continuous k-dimensional
distribution, where ρ is the Hurwitz–Radon number given by
ρpp2a` 1q ¨ 24b`cq “ 8b` 2c for 0 ď c ď 3,
which leaves us with
q ă ρpnq. (1)
The inequality (1) significantly reduces the possibilities for the multiplicities p
and q. For example, it immediately removes an odd n because of ρpnq “ 1,
which means that n must be even.
Theorem 3. There is no two-root Riemannian manifold of odd dimension.
Without loss of generality we can suppose µX ă νX , since otherwise we
consider ´R as a new algebraic curvature tensor. For any nonzero X P V we
define the eigenspaces,
MpXq “ Kerp rJX ´ εXµX IdXKq, N pXq “ Kerp rJX ´ εXνX IdXKq,
where dimMpXq “ p and dimN pXq “ q, which allows an orthogonal decom-
position
XK “MpXq kN pXq.
For nonzeroX,Y P V that satisfy Y PMpXq, we can decomposeX “M`N
such that M PMpY q and N P N pY q. Because of
gpJXpY q, Y q “ gpεXµXY, Y q “ εXεY µX ,
gpJY pXq, Xq “ gpεY µYM ` εY νYN,M `Nq “ εY εMµY ` εY εNνY ,
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we have εXµX “ εMµY ` pεX ´ εM qνY , and consequently
εM “ εX νY ´ µX
νY ´ µY , (2)
which gives
0 ď νY ´ µX
νY ´ µY ď 1,
and hence µY ď µX ď νY . In a similar fashion, Y P N pXq implies
εN “ εX µY ´ νX
µY ´ νY and 0 ď
νX ´ µY
νY ´ µY ď 1,
and therefore µY ď νX ď νY . Hence
0 ‰ Y PMpXq ùñ µY ď µX ď νY ,
0 ‰ Y P N pXq ùñ µY ď νX ď νY .
(3)
The restrictions µæS : S Ñ R and νæS : S Ñ R are continuous functions on
compact, so their ranges are closed intervals. Because of JtX{εtX “ JX{εX we
obtain µptXq “ µpXq for all X ‰ 0 and t P R. Hence, for a nonzero X P V we
reach µX P rµmin, µmaxs and νX P rνmin, νmaxs, which allows us to define
U “ µ´1pµminq Y t0u, W “ ν´1pνmaxq Y t0u.
If 0 ‰ Y P MpXq holds for 0 ‰ X P U , then (3) gives Y P U , while (2)
implies εM “ εX , that is, X “ M P MpY q. Similarly it can be done for
Y P N pXq and X P W . In this way we get some kind of the Rakic´ duality
principle when the eigenvalues are extremal,
0 ‰ Y PMpXq ^ 0 ‰ X P U ðñ 0 ‰ X PMpY q ^ 0 ‰ Y P U ,
0 ‰ Y P N pXq ^ 0 ‰ X PW ðñ 0 ‰ X P N pY q ^ 0 ‰ Y PW . (4)
If we have both JXpY q “ εXλY and JY pXq “ εY λX for nonzero mutually
orthogonal X,Y P V and λ P R, then for all α, β P R, the straightforward
calculations (see Andrejic´ [1, Lemma 1]) gives
JαX`βY pεY βX ´ εXαY q “ RpεY βX ´ εXαY, αX ` βY qpαX ` βY q
“ pεXα2 ` εY β2qRpX,Y qpαX ` βY q
“ εαX`βY pβJY pXq ´ αJXpY qq “ εαX`βY λpεY βX ´ εXαY q.
(5)
According to (4), Y PMpXq with X P U implies X PMpY q with Y P U , so
(5) yields εY βX´εXαY PMpαX`βY q with αX`βY P U . Hence, 0 ‰ U P U
implies SpantUu kMpUq Ď U , or consequently UK Ď N pUq, as well as its
analogue for W ,
0 ‰ U P U ùñ SpantUu kMpUq Ď U ,
0 ‰W PW ùñ SpantW u kN pW q ĎW . (6)
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Since dimpSpantUukMpUqq “ p` 1, dimpSpantW ukN pW qq “ q` 1, and
dimV “ p` q`1 ą pp`1q` pq`1q, the Grassmann formula gives a non-trivial
intersection,
0 ‰ pSpantUu kMpUqq X pSpantW u kN pW qq Ď U XW . (7)
The formula (7) allows to take 0 ‰ A P U XW , as an initial step, and exploit
its nice properties µA “ µmin and νA “ νmax.
Due to Theorem 3, n must be even, so we consider the next simple case of
twice an odd dimension n. In that case ρpnq “ 2, so the inequality (1) gives
q “ 1, which means a simple root. In the following section we consider what
happens when one root is simple.
4. Simple root
Let us assume that one eigenvalue is simple, that is, q “ 1. If we suppose
p ą n{2 (which excludes only n “ 4), then according to the Grassmann formula
any two M spaces have a non-trivial intersection. Thus, for nonzero X,Y P U
there exists 0 ‰ S P MpXq XMpY q, so (4) yields X,Y P MpSq with S P U ,
and therefore by (6), SpantX,Y u Ă U , which proves that U is a subspace of V .
We want to show that µ is constant, or equivalently U “ V . Assuming the
opposite, U ‰ V , since U is a subspace, applying (6) we have dimU “ n ´ 1,
and therefore
0 ‰ X P U ùñ U “ SpantXu kMpXq ^ UK “ N pXq. (8)
Let us start with 0 ‰ A P U XW from (7). For 0 ‰ Z P N pAq “ UK,
by (4) we have A P N pZq with Z P W , so MpAq “ MpZq “ SpantA,ZuK.
For 0 ‰ B P MpAq “ MpZq we have B P U , so by (8), Z P UK “ N pBq.
Then gpJBpZq, Zq “ gpJZpBq, Bq gives νB “ µZ “ c. However, if B and Z are
units, then by (5) holds JZ cos t`B sin tpB cos t ´ Z sin tq “ cpB cos t ´ Z sin tq,
which implies µptq “ µpZ cos t ` B sin tq “ c or νptq “ νpZ cos t ` B sin tq “ c,
for any t P R. The functions µ, ν : R Ñ R are continuous with µ ă ν and
µp0q “ νppi{2q “ c, so R “ µ´1pcq \ ν´1pcq is a disjoint union of non-empty
closed sets, which is not possible.
The previous result proves that µX “ µ must be constant for q “ 1, unless
n “ 4. Such circumstances allow us to introduce a new algebraic curvature
tensor R1 “ R ´ µR0, where R0 P T04pVq is a tensor of constant sectional
curvature one given by
R0pX,Y, Z,W q “ gpY, ZqgpX,W q ´ gpX,ZqgpY,W q.
This trick shifts the eigenvalues, and the characteristic polynomial of the new
Jacobi operator becomes detpλ Id´J 1Xq “ λn´1pλ´ εXpνX ´ µqq.
In order not to complicate things too much, we shall keep the previous
notation and assume that JX has a simple eigenvalue εXνX ą 0, while other
eigenvalues are all zero. This essentially means that the original reduced Jacobi
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operator rJX has a simple eigenvalue εXpνX ` µq, while the other root is εXµ
with multiplicity n´ 2.
Let us choose an arbitrary orthonormal basis pE1, . . . , Enq in V . Then for
any nonzero X “ řni“1 xiEi P V , the Jacobi operator JX is of rank one such
that its matrix entries JijpXq are quadratic forms in n variables x1, . . . , xn.
Any submatrix of order two in a rank one symmetric matrix is singular which
gives
JiipXqJjjpXq “ JijpXq2 (9)
for all 1 ď i, j ď n.
If we fix some monomial order (for example, the lexicographical order) then
there is a unique monic (the coefficient of the largest monomial is 1) GpXq which
is the greatest common divisor of all JijpXq. Permuting the basis we can set
JiipXq “ p˘qiGpXqQipXqPipXq2,
where PipXq and QipXq are some nonzero polynomials for 1 ď i ď m, with
additional JiipXq “ 0 for m ă i ď n. However, such decomposition is unique
up to sign of PipXq if we set that QipXq is monic square-free. Then
p˘qip˘qjGpXq2QipXqQjpXqPipXq2PjpXq2 “ JijpXq2
implies QipXq “ QjpXq “ QpXq “ 1 and p˘qi “ p˘qj “ ˘ for 1 ď i ď m, and
therefore JijpXq “ p˘qijGpXqPipXqPjpXq. Additionally, by (9), JijpXq “ 0
holds whenever m ă i ď n or m ă j ď n, which can be treated as PipXq “ 0
for m ă i ď n and extend the indices to m “ n.
Another submatrix of order two gives J1ipXqJijpXq “ J1jpXqJiipXq, which
implies p˘q1ip˘qij “ p˘q1jp˘qii. However, because of p˘qii “ p˘qi “ ˘ we have
p˘qij “ ˘p˘q1ip˘q1j , and therefore JijpXq “ ˘GpXqp˘q1iPipXqp˘q1jPjpXq.
Since the polynomials PipXq are unique up to sign, we can use p˘q1iPipXq
instead of PipXq to obtain JijpXq “ ˘GpXqPipXqPjpXq for all 1 ď i ď n.
Moreover, comparing the degrees in a polynomial JijpXq we conclude that
all Pi have the same degree, zero or one. The degree zero yields constant
polynomials Pi, so JX “ GpXqM , for some constant matrix M . In that case,
if JXpY q “ εXνXY , then JXpZq “ 0 for all Z P Y K, which gives MZ “ 0.
However, then JY pZq “ GpY qMZ “ 0, which gives the contradiction JY “ 0.
Therefore, all Pi have degree one, while GpXq has degree zero and consequently
GpXq “ 1.
Summarizing the previous results,
JijpXq “ ˘PipXqPjpXq
holds for all 1 ď i, j ď n, where Pi are linear homogeneous polynomials. If we
set
P pXq “
nÿ
i“1
PipXqEi,
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then it follows
JXpP pXqq “
nÿ
i“1
PipXq
nÿ
j“1
JjipXqEj “ ˘
nÿ
i“1
PipXq2pP pXqq.
Thus, P pXq is an eigenvector of rJX associated to the simple eigenvalue
˘εP pXq “ ˘
nÿ
i“1
PipXq2 “ trJX “ εXνX ,
but since we set νX ą 0, it must be ˘ “ `1. In this way we construct a linear
map P : V Ñ V such that N pXq “ SpantP pXqu and
νX “
εP pXq
εX
with νP pXq ě νX (because of (3)) for any nonzero X P V .
Let us start with 0 ‰ A P W , when P pAq P N pAq, because of (4), implies
A P N pP pAqq with P pAq PW . Hence, by (5),
JαA`βP pAqpεP pAqβA´ εAαP pAqq “ εαA`βP pAqνmaxpεP pAqβA´ εAαP pAqq,
which gives νpαA`βP pAqq “ νmax and P pαA`βP pAqq9 εP pAqβA´εAαP pAq.
Using the linearity of P and the fact that P pAq K SpantA,P 2pAqu, we get the
coefficient of proportionality equal to ´1{εA, and consequently P 2pAq “ ´νAA
with SpantA,P pAqu ĎW .
We can continue in a similar manner, using A1 “ A and ν1 “ νmax as
the induction basis. Let us suppose that we already have mutually orthogonal
nonzero vectors A1, P pA1q, . . . , Ak, P pAkq such that
SpantAi, P pAiqu Ď ν´1pνiq and P 2pAiq “ ´νiAi (10)
hold for all 1 ď i ď k with 0 ă νk ď . . . ď ν1. We define
νk`1 “ maxtνX : X P S XMpA1q ¨ ¨ ¨ XMpAkqu ď νk
and take arbitrarily 0 ‰ Ak`1 P ν´1pνk`1q. It is fruitful to notice that, since µ
is constant, the duality (4) always provides Y PMpXq ðñ X PMpY q. As a
consequence of this, Ak`1 PMpAiq “MpP pAiqq “ SpantAi, P pAiquK implies
Ai, P pAiq PMpAk`1q K N pAk`1q, so P pAk`1q P SpantAi, P pAiquK “MpAiq.
Thus νP pAk`1q ď νk`1, so by (3) we have νP pAk`1q “ νk`1, while (5) yields
SpantAk`1, P pAk`1qu Ď ν´1pνk`1q and P 2pAk`1q “ ´νk`1Ak`1.
This procedure uses constants 0 ă νn{2 ď . . . ď ν1 with the properties (10)
to exhaust the space
V “
n{2ë
i“1
SpantAi, P pAiqu. (11)
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Having that on mind, it is easy to see that P is skew-adjoint. Namely, if we
set X “ řn{2i“1pxiAi ` xiP pAiqq and Y “ řn{2i“1pyiAi ` yiP pAiqq, then
gpP pXq, Y q “
n{2ÿ
i“1
gpxiP pAiq ´ xiνiAi, yiAi ` yiP pAiqq
“
n{2ÿ
i“1
νiεAipxiyi ´ xiyiq “ ´gpP pY q, Xq.
The key idea it that any skew-adjoint endomorphism P on V generates an
algebraic curvature tensor RP P T04pVq by
pX,Y, Z,W q ÞÑ gpPX,ZqgpPY,W q´gpPY,ZqgpPX,W q`2gpPX, Y qgpPZ,W q,
for all X,Y, Z,W P V , which can be easily checked. Let us remark that these
constructions are common for a complex structure P on pV , gq that preserves
the scalar product, but for our construction the additional condition P 2 “ ´ Id
is not necessary (see [3]). The corresponding curvature operator has
RP pX,Y qZ “ gpPX,ZqPY ´ gpPY,ZqPX ` 2gpPX, Y qPZ,
and consequently the Jacobi operator satisfies
J PX pY q “ RP pY,XqX “ 3gpPY,XqPX “ ´3gpY, PXqPX,
that is,
J PX “
#
´3εXνX Id on SpantP pXqu
0 on SpantP pXquK .
Therefore, taking into account the shifting of eigenvalues for εXµ, and the
possible choice of νX ă µX from the beginning of discussion, the algebraic curve
tensor must be of form
R “ ˘
ˆ
´1
3
RP ` µR0
˙
. (12)
This result is better expressed in an orthonormal basis pE1, F1, . . . , En{2, Fn{2q
obtained from (11) by rescaling Ei “ Ai{?εAi and Fi “ P pAiq{?εP pAiq.
Conversely, for any orthonormal basis pE1, F1, . . . , En{2, Fn{2q in V , constants
0 ă νn{2 ď . . . ď ν1 generate a skew-adjoint endomorphism P on V by
P pEiq “ ?νiFi, P pFiq “ ´?νiEi, (13)
for all 1 ď i ď n{2.
Theorem 4. Any two-root algebraic curvature tensor of dimension n ą 4 with a
simple root is of the form (12), for µ P R and some skew-adjoint endomorphism
P generated by (13) using positive constants ν1, . . . , νn{2 P R.
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5. Geometric realization
Theorem 4 and the formula (12) characterize all possible two-root algebraic
curvature tensors of twice an odd dimension. The second step is then based
on the use of the second Bianchi identity with an idea to decide which of these
algebraic curvature tensors may be realized as curvature tensors of a Riemannian
manifold.
We shall observe the Riemannian manifold M locally in a neighbourhood
U ĂM of some point. There we can set a local orthonormal frame and smoothly
extend the elements of our construction. The smoothness of the curvature tensor
R P T0
4
pUq gives the smoothness of the functions µ, ν P FpUq. Then, the way
we constructed P brings the smoothness of PipXq P FpUq, which yields a skew-
adjoint operator P P T11pUq. Finally, ν P FpUq implies ν1, . . . , νn{2 P FpUq,
and we can extend our orthonormal bases from the construction to a local
orthonormal frame pE1, F1, . . . , En{2, Fn{2q in XpUq that fits the formula (13).
It is convenient to use this frame in the following text.
Such extensions allow us to apply covariant derivatives to our tensors. It
is important to notice that ∇V P P T11pUq is also skew-adjoint, since PX K X
implies
0 “ ∇V pgpPX,Xqq “ gp∇V PX,Xq ` gpPX,∇VXq
“ gp∇V PX,Xq ´ gpP∇VX,Xq “ gpp∇V P qX,Xq,
which after the polarization gives
gpp∇V P qX,Y q “ ´gpp∇V P qY,Xq,
for all X,Y, V P XpUq.
Since ∇R0 “ 0, the covariant derivative along a vector field V P XpUq of our
curvature tensor R from the formula (12) can be expressed by
∇VR “ ¯1
3
∇VR
P ˘ p∇V µqR0.
For all X,Y, Z,W, V P XpUq we can calculate
p∇V RP qpX,Y, Z,W q
“ g`gpPX,Zqp∇V P qY ´ gpPY,Zqp∇V P qX ` 2gpPX, Y qp∇V P qZ,W ˘
` g`gpp∇V P qX,ZqPY ´ gpp∇V P qY, ZqPX ` 2gpp∇V P qX,Y qPZ,W ˘,
and
p∇VRP qpX,Y, Y,Xq ` p∇XRP qpY, V, Y,Xq ` p∇YRP qpV,X, Y,Xq
“ 3gpPX, Y q`2gpp∇V P qY,Xq ´ gpp∇XP qY, V q ` gpp∇Y P qX,V q˘
´ 3g`gpp∇XP qX,Y qPY ` gpp∇Y P qY,XqPX, V ˘.
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Thus, applying the second Bianchi identity yields
0 “p∇VRqpX,Y, Y,Xq ` p∇XRqpY, V, Y,Xq ` p∇Y RqpV,X, Y,Xq
“ ¯ gpPX, Y q`2gpp∇V P qY,Xq ´ gpp∇XP qY, V q ` gpp∇Y P qX,V q˘
˘ g`gpp∇XP qX,Y qPY ` gpp∇Y P qY,XqPX, V ˘
˘ p∇V µqpεXεY ´ gpX,Y q2q ˘ p∇XµqpgpX,Y qgpY, V q ´ εY gpX,V qq
˘ p∇Y µqpgpX,Y qgpX,V q ´ εXgpY, V qq.
(14)
Assuming Y K PX in (14) we get
0 “ g`gpp∇XP qX,Y qPY ` gpp∇Y P qY,XqPX, V ˘
` p∇XµqgpgpX,Y qY ´ εYX,V q ` p∇Y µqgpgpX,Y qX ´ εXY, V q
` p∇V µqpεXεY ´ gpX,Y q2q,
and therefore
pεXεY ´ gpX,Y q2qp∇µq7 “ ´gpp∇XP qX,Y qPY ´ gpp∇Y P qY,XqPX
` pXpµqεY ´ Y pµqgpX,Y qqX ` pY pµqεX ´XpµqgpX,Y qqY.
Thus, for nowhere vanishing X,Y P XpUq such that Y P SpantX,PXuK we
have p∇µq7 P SpantX,PX, Y, PY u. However, using our frame with (13) we get
p∇µq7 P
č
1ďiăjďn{2
SpantEi, Fi, Ej , Fju “ 0,
which gives ∇µ “ 0. Therefore µ must be constant, while the formula (14)
yields
gpPX, Y q`2gpp∇V P qY,Xq ´ gpp∇XP qY, V q ` gpp∇Y P qX,V q˘
´ g`gpp∇XP qX,Y qPY ` gpp∇Y P qY,XqPX, V ˘ “ 0. (15)
Again, Y K PX gives gpp∇XP qX,Y qPY `gpp∇Y P qY,XqPX “ 0, while the
additional Y K X provides linear independence for PX and PY (since X and
Y are linearly independent as orthogonal), and therefore gpp∇XP qX,Y q “ 0
for Y P SpantX,PXuK. However, we already know that gpp∇XP qX,Xq “ 0,
which implies p∇XP qX 9PX .
This allows us to define a map λ : XpUq Ñ FpUq such that
p∇XP qX “ λXPX (16)
holds for all X P XpUq. Obviously λαX “ αλX holds for α P R. On the other
hand, from (16) for any X,Y P XpUq we have
p∇XP qY ` p∇Y P qX “ pλX`Y ´ λXqPX ` pλX`Y ´ λY qPY,
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which after multiplying by X gives,
pλX`Y ´ λY qgpPY,Xq “ gpp∇XP qY,Xq “ ´gpp∇XP qX,Y q “ ´λXgpPX, Y q,
and therefore
pλX`Y ´ λY ´ λXqgpPX, Y q “ 0.
Hence, the additivity
λX`Y “ λX ` λY
holds whenever gpY, PXq is nowhere zero. However, then it can be shown that
this holds for all X,Y P XpUq.
For example, when X ` Y is a sum of two nowhere vanishing vector fields
X P SpantEi, FiuK and Y P SpantEi, Fiu we have
gpX ` PX ` PY,P pY ´ PX ´ PY qq “ gpX ` PX ` PY, PY ´ P 2X ` νiY q
“gpPY, PY q ´ gpX,P 2Xq “ εPY ` εPX “ εP pX`Y q ą 0,
and therefore
λX`Y “ λpX`PX`PY q`pY´PX´PY q “ λX`PX`PY ` λY´PX´PY
“ λX ` λPX`PY ` λY ` λ´PX´PY “ λX ` λY .
Moreover, it is not hard to exclude the nowhere vanishing condition. This allows
us to split λpřn{2i“1 Aiq “ řn{2i“1 λAi for Ai P SpantEi, Fiu, and similarly extend
it to the orthonormal frame pE1, F1, . . . , En{2, Fn{2q. Anyway, our map λ is
additive, so it is linear, and therefore λ P T01pUq “ X˚pUq.
With this in mind, the equation (15) becomes
gpPX, Y q
´
2gpp∇V P qY,Xq´g
`p∇XP qY ´p∇Y P qX`λXPY ´λY PX, V ˘¯ “ 0.
Hence,
2gpp∇V P qY,Xq “ g
`p∇XP qY ´ p∇Y P qX ` λXPY ´ λY PX, V ˘ (17)
holds in the case that gpPX, Y q is nowhere zero. However, since the right hand
side is linear in Y and there is a frame consisting of vector fields that are not
orthogonal to PX , the equation (17) holds for all X,Y, V P XpUq. Applying
(17) twice, we have
4gpp∇V P qY,Xq “ g
`p∇V P qY ´ p∇Y P qV ` λV PY ´ λY PV,X˘
` 2g`´ p∇Y P qX ` λXPY ´ λY PX, V ˘,
and therefore
2λXgpPY, V q “ g
`
3p∇V P qY ´ p∇Y P qV ´ λV PY ´ λY PV,X
˘
,
which gives
2gpPY, V qλ7 “ 3p∇V P qY ´ p∇Y P qV ´ λV PY ´ λY PV. (18)
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By substituting V “ PY and V “ Z with Z K PY , we get
2εPY λ
7 “ 3p∇PY P qY ´ p∇Y P qPY ´ λPY PY ´ λY P 2Y,
0 “ 3p∇ZP qY ´ p∇Y P qZ ´ λZPY ´ λY PZ.
However, since Z K PY is equivalent to Y K PZ, we have a symmetry
0 “ 3p∇Y P qZ ´ p∇ZP qY ´ λY PZ ´ λZPY,
and therefore
p∇ZP qY “ p∇Y P qZ “ 1
2
λZPY ` 1
2
λY PZ.
Hence, for W P SpantY, PY uK we have
2εPY λW “ gp3p∇PY P qY ´ p∇Y P qPY ´ λPY PY ´ λY P 2Y,W q
“ ´3gpp∇PY P qW,Y q ` gpp∇Y P qW,PY q ´ λY gpP 2Y,W q
“ ´3
2
λW gpP 2Y, Y q ` 1
2
λW εPY ` 1
2
λY gpPW,PY q ´ λY gpP 2Y,W q
“ 2λW εPY ´ 3
2
λY gpP 2Y,W q,
and consequently
λY gpP 2Y,W q “ 0.
If we choose a concrete W “ P 2Y {εPY `Y {εY P SpantY, PY uK then we obtain
gpP 2Y,W q “ εP 2Y {εPY ´ εPY {εY “ νPY ´ νY , so
pνPY ´ νY qλY “ 0. (19)
We need to discuss cases depending on at which points the smooth function
ξ “ ν1´νn{2 ě 0 is annulled. The basic case consider a neighbourhood U where
ξ “ 0 holds, which has ν1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ νn{2, or equivalently νX “ ν is constant at
each point. Thus, U is pointwise Osserman, and according to Theorem 2, U is
globally Osserman.
Essentially, since ξ´1p0,8q is open, it remains to consider the case that
occurs when the points with ξ ‰ 0 are dense in our neighbourhood U . For any
1 ď i ‰ j ď n{2 we calculate
νP pEi˘Ejq ´ νEi˘Ej “
εP 2pEi˘Ejq
εP pEi˘Ejq
´ εP pEi˘Ejq
εEi˘Ej
“ ε´νiEi¯νjEj
ε?νiFi˘?νjFj
´ ε
?
νiFi˘?νjFj
εEi˘Ej
“ ν
2
i ` ν2j
νi ` νj ´
νi ` νj
2
“ pνi ´ νjq
2
2pνi ` νjq ,
to see that νi ‰ νj implies νP pEi˘Ejq ą νEi˘Ej , in which case the equation (19)
yields λEi˘Ej “ 0, and therefore 2λEi “ λEi`Ej ` λEi´Ej “ 0. In this way,
any 1 ď i ď n{2 can be paired with j “ 1 or j “ n{2 to get λEi “ 0, while in
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a similar way we also get λFi “ 0. In light of this we conclude λ “ 0, which
proves that p∇XP qX “ 0 holds for any X P XpUq.
It is known that the Szabo´ operator SX : Y ÞÑ p∇XRqpY,XqX determines
the total covariant derivative of curvature tensor (see Besse [4, Proposition
2.35]). The Szabo´ operator related to our R has the formula
SXpY q “ p∇XRqpY,XqX “ ¯gpPY,Xqp∇XP qX ˘ gpp∇XP qX,Y qPX,
“ ˘2gpPX, Y qp∇XP qX “ ˘2gpPX, Y qλXPX,
which yields SX “ 0 that determines ∇R “ 0. One way or another, we establish
∇R “ 0 in some neighbourhood of any point, which means that our manifold
M is locally symmetric.
It remains to examine the rank ofM . By substituting λ “ 0 in (18) we obtain
3p∇V P qY “ p∇Y P qV , so the symmetry gives p∇V P qY “ 0, and consequently
∇P “ 0. These circumstances bring us
∇XPY “ P∇XY
for all X,Y P XpUq.
Consider an arbitrary nowhere vanishing Z P XpUq that has the property
P 2Z “ ´νZZ. Because of
gp∇XP 2Z,Zq “ gp∇Xp´νZZq, Zq “ ´∇XpνZqεZ ´ νZgp∇XZ,Zq,
gpP 2∇XZ,Zq “ gp∇XZ, P 2Zq “ ´νZgp∇XZ,Zq,
we get ∇XpνZq for any X P XpUq. However, since P 2Ei “ ´νiEi holds for any
1 ď i ď n{2, we substitute Z “ Ei to obtain ∇νi “ 0, which means that all νi
are global constants. Therefore we have
gp∇XZ, P 2W q “ gp∇XP 2Z,W q “ gp∇Xp´νZZq,W q “ ´νZgp∇XZ,W q,
which gives
gp∇XZ, P 2W ` νZW q “ 0,
for all X,W P XpUq. Hence ∇XZ K SpantEi, Fiu for any 1 ď i ď n{2 such that
νi ‰ νZ , and consequently
∇XZ Ď
ë
νi“νZ
SpantEi, Fiu.
According to the definition of R it implies RpX,Y qZ ĎËνi“νZ SpantEi, Fiu,
and therefore JEkpXq Ď
Ë
νi“νk SpantEi, Fiu holds for any X P XpUq. On the
other hand we know that JEkpXq “ ˘εXµX holds for X P SpantEk, FkuK.
Thus, if M is not Osserman then it must be µ “ 0, which immediately implies
that M is locally symmetric of rank n´ 1.
If we look at the tables in [12, Section 10.6], we see that there is no irreducible
n-dimensional symmetric Riemannian space of rank n´1, unless n “ 2, soM is a
two-dimensional two-point homogeneous space multiplied with Rn´2. However,
this contradicts the fact that JX ‰ 0 holds for all X ‰ 0 and we have the
following theorem.
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Theorem 5. A connected two-root Riemannian manifold of dimension n ě 3
with n ” 2 pmod 4q is globally Osserman.
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